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EXOTIC FIBER PROCESSING PRICE LIST APRIL 2022  

 

All prices are on the FINISHED WEIGHT of your product and include all steps necessary to make the product from 

raw fibre. You can get your own natural colours processed; we do not offer dyeing of exotic fibres. If you do not have 

enough of your own fiber for a product, we are willing to exchange with you using our Wool Credit system provided 

we have the product available - please make arrangements ahead of time for this option.  

 

ROVING (ROPING) - We will wash and card 100% llama or alpaca fiber into roving, or we can blend your fibre with fine 

wool to process into roving (we can provide the blending fibre). For best results, fiber length should be 2 inches to 4 inches. 

There is no minimum weight requirement for roving. 

 

Wash and Card 100% Exotic Roving or Exotic/Wool Blend Roving $ 18.00/ lb 

 

 

BATTING - We will wash, card, and blend your fibre with down-wool into quilting batts or fine-wool into felting batts. For 

the best results, fiber length should not exceed 4 inches (10 cm). There is no minimum weight requirement for batting. 

Should you wish to have bedding made, please make arrangements ahead of time with us for current prices for down proof 
ticking outer fabric and sewing. 

 

Wash and Card Exotic/Wool Blend Batts     $ 18.00/ lb 

 

 

 

YARNS- We do not spin 100% exotic fiber. We make the following yarns that we can custom process with your fiber. For 

best results your fiber ought to be less then 4 inches (10 cm) in length. There is a minimum of 20 lbs clean blended weight 

per color and type of yarn requested. The blending fibre is provided by Custom Woolen Mills and included in the final cost 

of the product. Our fine wool is usually Rambouillet wool from Alberta or Saskatchewan. We classify yarn weights 

according to the Craft Yarn Council’s Yarn Standard. We make the following yarns: 
 

1) Soft Spun Yarn - 3 or 6 strands of Alpaca, llama, or mohair fiber blended with a minimum 30% fine wool. We 

recommend a grade 3 or 4 alpaca/llama fiber or kid mohair. Medium to Bulky weight yarn according to the standard, with a 

very soft handle - excellent for Icelandic style knitting of as the weft in blanket weaving.  

 

Wash, Card, and Spin Soft Spun Yarn    $ 26.00/ lb  

 

2) Mule Spun Yarn - Alpaca, llama, or mohair fiber blended with a minimum 30% fine wool. We recommend grade 2, 3, 

or 4 alpaca or llama or kid or young adult mohair. We can also process 50% buffalo / 50% fine wool or 60% quiviut / 40% 

fine wool. Superfine, Light, and Medium weight yarns according to the standard. 

 
Wash, Card, and Spin Single Strand Yarn Superfine   $ 28.00/ lb 

Wash, Card, and Spin Two Ply Yarn Light    $ 30.00/ lb 

Wash, Card, and Spin Three Ply Yarn Medium   $ 30.00/ lb 

 

3) Lace Single Ply and Super Fine Two Ply Yarn - Lace and Super Fine weight yarns used for hand knitting detailed 

works and machine knitting. We use the Super Fine Two Ply Yarn for our machine knit work socks. 

 

70% Kid Mohair / 30% Fine Wool 

70% Fine Wool / 30% Kid Mohair  

60% Alpaca or Llama / 20% Nylon / 20% Fine Wool  

70% Alpaca / 20% Fine Wool / 10% Kid Mohair 

 
Wash, Card, and Spin Yarn     $ 50.00/ lb 

Wash, Card, Spin, and Machine Knit Socks    NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 
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EXOTIC FIBRE WOOL BLEND COMFORTERS – Filled with exotic fibre quilting batts then covered with 100% 

Cotton Ticking, and stitched in a pattern unique to Custom Woolen Mills. Price includes washing, carding, fabric, and 

quilting. 

 

 

Size Approximate Dimensions Fibre 

Weight 

Finished Price 

cm inches Cotton Ticking 

King 228 x 274 cm 88” x 108” 5.5 lbs $ 356.00 

Queen 228 x 244 cm 88” x 96” 5.0 lbs $ 294.00 

Large Double 228 x 203 cm 88” x 80” 4.0 lbs $ 276.00 

Double 228 x 178 cm 88” x 70” 3.75 lbs $ 229.00 

3/4 Twin 203 x 178 cm 80” x 70” 3.25 lbs $ 208.00 

Single 203 x 158 cm 80” x 62” 3.0 lbs $ 199.00 

Crib 152 x 114 cm 60” x 45” 1.5 lbs $ 112.00 

 

 


